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Abstract. Meta-CASE systems are used for the creation of CASE (Computer Aided Software
Engineering) systems. In this paper, a web-based meta-CASE system is presented that uses an
object-relational database system (ORDBMS) as its enabling technology. It allows us to integrate
different parts of the system and to simplify the creation of meta-CASE and CASE systems. The
proposed system includes a query subsystem, which allows developers to use queries to evaluate
and gradually improve artifacts.
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1 Introduction
Meta-CASE systems are used for the creation of CASE systems. In [1], [2] and [3],
we have introduced a web-based and database-based meta-CASE system, which allows
us to create web-based and database-based CASE systems. As a web-based system,
it allows distributing the CASE systems more widely, opposed to many traditional
CASE systems which are thick-client programs that must be installed and run on the
host computer. In addition, web-based systems make the group collaboration between
users of the systems more available. Delen et al. [4] write: “Second, there is a need for
a completely Web-based integrated modeling environment for distributed collaborative
users.”
As a database-based system, our meta-CASE system uses an object-relational
database management system (ORDBMS) as its enabling technology. More precisely, it
uses an ORDBMS, the database language of which conforms more or less to SQL:2003
standard [5]. Fugetta [6] explains that enabling technologies are integrating platforms
that provide extensions to traditional operating systems and support “the creation of
logically integrated but physically distributed systems”. If a system uses a DBMS as its
enabling technology, then developers of the system can use the system-deﬁned (built-in)
features and extensibility mechanism of the DBMS to simplify the creation of the entire
system. Dittrich et al. [7] analyze the use of DBMSs in the ﬁeld of software engineering
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and conclude that modern systems provide “a rich set of functionality that is able to meet
several requirements of software engineering applications in a satisfactory manner”.
The author of this paper has chosen to continue the research and development of the
aforementioned meta-CASE system in his Doctoral thesis. The system has been extended
and improved since then. In [3], we introduced the query subsystem of the meta-CASE
system and CASE systems that have been created by using the system. It allows us to
take advantage of the powerful query mechanism of the ORDBMS and to create queries
that can be executed based on artifacts. For instance, queries can be used to identify
consistency and completeness problems of artifacts, to ﬁnd how well developers have
followed modeling guidelines, and to calculate values of software measures.
In this paper, we will demonstrate the use of the meta-CASE system by presenting
a small case study. The metamodel of the Family Tree Modeling Language, introduced
in the tutorial website [8] of one of the leading meta-CASE systems in the market,
MetaEdit+ [9], is used as an example. Our meta-CASE system is mainly intended to be
a research vehicle and not an industrial strength system and it currently provides less
functionality compared to more matured meta-CASE systems.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, our web-based and
database-based meta-CASE system is described, together with its query subsystem. A
small case-study using the Family Tree metamodel is presented to demonstrate it in
practice. In Section 3, we outline topics regarding the future work with meta-CASE
systems in general and with the current system. It is planned to study the topics in the
Doctoral thesis of the author of this paper. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.

2 A Web-based and Database-based Meta-CASE System
In this section, the proposed meta-CASE system is introduced. Both the metaCASE system and CASE systems that are created by using the meta-CASE system use
an ORDBMS as their enabling technology. A prototype of the system has been created,
using PostgreSQL 8.0.4 ORDBMS and PHP 5.0.5 scripting language.
In our system, there are two types of users. An administrator has to create a new
CASE system by specifying a metamodel. In addition, an administrator has to register
settings of the user interface and user identiﬁcation of the CASE system. Administrators
also have to manage queries. Developers (end-users) use the CASE systems in order
to manage (create, read, update, and delete) artifacts. Developers can execute queries
based on artifacts.
Fig. 1 presents the UML class diagram of the Family Tree metamodel presented as
a case study in our system. We have extended the metamodel compared to the example
in [8], by adding parent_relation and parent_relation_type classes. The former class
represents the relationship between two parents; the latter class is a classiﬁer which
characterizes the relationship. These classes were added for better demonstration of
using the queries to evaluate the artifacts.
In our meta-CASE system, each metamodel is used to describe the modeling
language of a CASE system. For every metamodel, there is a corresponding SQL schema
(an artifact base) in the database. For example, if an administrator creates a metamodel
family_tree, then the meta-CASE system creates a database schema family_tree, which
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is then used for storing the artifacts of the family_tree metamodel. The different schemas
have been used to avoid possible name conﬂicts.

Fig. 1. An UML class diagram representing a Family Tree metamodel.

Each metamodel consists of zero or more objects. For every object, there is a
corresponding table in the database schema corresponding to the metamodel. For
example, if an administrator creates object person in the metamodel family_tree, then
the meta-CASE system creates table person in the database schema family_tree.
Each object has exactly one type. Possible types are main, inherited main,
relationship, and classiﬁer. A main object is the most common one in our meta-CASE
system, representing an element in the metamodel. It does not have the constraints
describing a relationship object or a classiﬁer object. For example, in the context of the
Family Tree metamodel, the object person is a main object. An inherited main object
is a main object which is derived from another main object, inheriting all the latter’s
characteristics. Objects male and female can be classiﬁed as inherited main objects,
because both are derived from some other main object, in this case from object person.
Our system makes use of the INHERITS clause of the PostgreSQL ORDBMS in the
table deﬁnition statement. The non-standard INHERITS clause speciﬁes “a list of tables
from which the new table automatically inherits all columns” [10].
Each classiﬁer object is used to characterize other objects in a metamodel. For
example, object parent_relation_type is a classiﬁer object, which characterizes parent_
relation object. Possible values for parent_relation_type object can be commitment,
open marriage, marriage and divorce.
Each relationship object represents a relationship between two or more main,
inherited main, or classiﬁer objects, thus supporting n-ary relationships. Currently
our system does not support relationship objects, which connect a relationship object
and another object. For example, to achieve the most accurate portrayal of the family
relationship and parent/child roles described in MetaEdit+ [8], the counterpart in our
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system should be built as follows: a relationship object (e.g. family), connecting a male
and a female object, and a relationship object (e.g. family_child), connecting the family
object and a person object. Since our system does not currently support relationship
objects connecting to another relationship object, we have settled to build the family
relationship as shown in Fig. 1: a relationship object parent_child_relation connects
foreign objects father, mother and child (referencing male, female and person objects,
respectively). In addition, to represent the relationship between parents, we have created
relationship object parent_relation, which connects male, female and parent_relation_
type objects.
Fig. 2 represents the screenshot of the objects of the family_tree metamodel in our
meta-CASE system. Note that there are some additional objects generated by the system
itself. Object sysg_artifact allows the developers to create different artifacts, which are
all recorded in the same artifact base. All these artifacts have the same metamodel.
Objects sysg_user and sysg_user_artifact are used for end-user (developer) management.
Object sysg_ﬁle is used for storing ﬁles in the artifact base.

Fig. 2. A screenshot of the objects of the family_tree metamodel.

Every object consists of zero or more sub-objects. For every sub-object, there is
a corresponding column in the database table corresponding to the object. The type
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of the sub-object speciﬁes the type of the corresponding column. For example, if an
administrator creates sub-objects ﬁrst_name and last_name with the type varchar(100)
and sub-objects date_of_birth and date_of_death with the type date to object person,
then the system generates columns ﬁrst_name and last_name with the type character
varying(100) and columns date_of_birth and date_of_death with the type of date to
table person. If the sub-object is used to reference another object, then the system will
generate a foreign key constraint to the corresponding column. This sub-object is called
foreign object in our system. For example, if an administrator creates the foreign objects
father, mother and child to object parent_child_relation, referencing to male, female
and person objects, respectively, then the system generates columns father, mother, and
child to table parent_child_relation, and adds foreign key constraint to each of them,
referencing the tables male, female, and person, respectively.
Fig. 3 represents the sub-objects of the parent_child_relation object in our
meta-CASE system. Note that all of the foreign objects are also part of the additional
unique identiﬁer. For relationship objects, this is done automatically by the system. Each
column corresponding to the sub-objects in the additional unique identiﬁer is included
to the UNIQUE constraint of the table corresponding to the object. For objects other
than relationship object, managing the additional unique identiﬁer and therefore the
UNIQUE constraint of the corresponding table is the responsibility of the administrator.
If at least one sub-object is added there, the system automatically includes the subobject sysg_artifact_id as well.

Fig. 3. A screenshot of the sub-objects of the relationship object parent_child_relation.
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There are no sub-objects other than foreign objects in object parent_child_relation.
However, note that in addition to the sub-objects added by an administrator, there is also
a system generated sub-object present (sysg_artifact_id). This sub-object references
the sysg_artifact object and is included in every main, inherited main and relationship
object. It ensures that the corresponding tables in each artifact base contain identiﬁers
of artifacts. It simpliﬁes the creation of queries about a single artifact – the queries must
perform the restriction operation based on column sysg_artifact_id.
Fig. 4 represents the objects of inherited main object female in our meta-CASE
system. Note that the only sub-object not inherited is the sub-object maiden_name.
Every other sub-object is derived from object person (including foreign object sysg_
artifact_id).

Fig. 4. A screenshot of the sub-objects of the inherited main object female.

The name identiﬁer is used in our systems to specify the sub-objects which
“represent” the objects to the developers in different lists (main menu, combo boxes
etc). For example, an administrator has included ﬁrst_name and last_name sub-objects
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as name identiﬁer for object person and the settings are consequently derived by objects
male and female. If an administrator chooses to add object person or objects male or
female to the main menu of the Family Tree CASE system, then the object instances
are displayed there by using the values of sub-objects ﬁrst_name and last_name (e.g.
Homer Simpson, Marge Simpson etc). The name identiﬁer is a decorative functionality
only and has no corresponding constraint in the database, except that all sub-objects in
the name identiﬁer are also added to the additional unique identiﬁer.
Before developers start using a CASE system, an administrator should deﬁne the
metamodel settings. These include setting up the main menu of the CASE system,
managing the user settings, and adding classiﬁer instances that correspond to classiﬁer
objects. Setting up the main menu allows the administrator to determine the menu tree
which is then displayed in the CASE system. By default, the highest element of the
menu tree is always the sysg_artifact object and it cannot be changed, which means
that developers have to choose an artifact instance in order to be able to manage artifact
elements. Fig. 5 presents the main menu of the CASE system based on the family_tree
metamodel. An administrator has added object person under the Artifact menu item,
which means that person instances will be shown for each sysg_artifact instance, using
the name identiﬁer.

Fig. 5. A screenshot of the main menu of the CASE system based on metamodel family_tree.

The user settings management allows administrators to deﬁne whether all developers
are allowed to see all the artifacts in the artifact base or only those, which are created
by the developers themselves. In addition, an administrator can choose if the developers
have to register ﬁrst before accessing the CASE system or the CASE system is available
to everyone without registering. System generated objects sysg_user and sysg_user_
artifact are used to handle the necessary data. For example, an administrator states that
the CASE system based on family_tree metamodel and all artifacts inside are available
to all users without registering.
Finally, an administrator must add the classiﬁer instances for each classiﬁer object
for developers to use. For example, an administrator adds instances Commitment, Open
marriage, Marriage and Divorce to classiﬁer object parent_relation_type.
Fig. 6 displays objects parent_child_relation and parent_relation in the CASE
system based on the family_tree metamodel. A developer has added an artifact
Simpson family tree, which contains object male instances Abraham Simpson, Homer
Simpson and Bart Simpson, and object female instances Mona Simpson, Marge
Simpson, Lisa Simpson and Maggie Simpson. All these values are also instances of
object person.
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Fig. 6. A screenshot of objects parent_child_relation and parent_relation in the CASE system.

Administrators can use the query subsystem of the meta-CASE system to create
queries that help developers to understand and improve artifacts. The queries (SQL
SELECT statements) will be executed based on artifacts that are recorded in an artifact
base. Simple and consistent syntax of a database language makes it easier to construct
such queries and hence makes this kind of system more useful.
It is possible to create queries for different purposes, with different scope and
expecting different type of results. Query purposes can include, for example, ﬁnding
violations of constraints that give information about the semantics of the underlying
metamodel of a CASE system, ﬁnding violations of design guidelines, or calculating
values of software measures and general queries that cannot be classiﬁed to any of the
previous category.
The scope of the queries can be exactly one artifact or all artifacts that are in one
artifact base. In the ﬁrst case, administrators can use generic placeholder #A# when
specifying an artifact, using sysg_artifact_id = #A#. If a developer selects an artifact af
and executes the query, then the system replaces the placeholder with the identiﬁer of af
before executing the query.
The expected results of queries can be either scalar values (for instance, with type
Boolean; the results are tables with one column and zero or one row) or tables where
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there are one or more columns and zero or more rows. For example, developers can use
these queries to ﬁnd elements of artifacts that have problems.
All the queries that can be used in the system have to be written by using the
SQL dialect of the underlying DBMS (PostgreSQL™ in our case). The system allows
administrators to save and check only SELECT statements. The statements cannot
contain reserved words like INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE that are not delimited (not
between “”). It is needed to prevent SQL injection attacks.
Choinzon and Ueda [11] present a set of software design measures together with their
thresholds of undesirable value. Our meta-CASE system supports the use of measure
defect queries that allow developers to determine design defects based on the values of
measures. For each such query q there are one or more non-overlapping ranges of scalar
values that have the same type as the expected results of q.
Administrators can construct tests based on Boolean queries and measure defect
queries. The scope of the queries that belong to a test must be one artifact. Developers
can execute these tests in order to evaluate artifacts. For example, a test t contains
queries q1,..., qn. Each query in a test is a subtest of this test. For each query that belongs
to t, administrators have to deﬁne a set of acceptable values. If a developer executes t in
case of an artifact, then t fails if at least one query, which belongs to t, fails.
We have created some queries, which allow the developers to check the artifacts
created by using the family_tree metamodel.
Let us assume that two parents have to have a relationship in order to have children.
The following query checks whether there are parent instances in an artifact that have
children, but have no relationship. If there are any, the query will return TRUE. In our
case study (the Simpson family tree artifact), there are no such parents and therefore this
query returns FALSE.
SELECT public.is_empty(‘SELECT pr.* FROM parent_relation
pr, parent_child_relation pcr WHERE pr.male = pcr.father
AND pr.female = pcr.mother AND pcr.sysg_artifact_id =
#A#’) AS result;

IS_EMPTY is a user-deﬁned function that has one parameter, the expected value of
which is a query (SELECT statement) q. If the execution of q results with a table that
has zero rows, then the function returns TRUE. If the execution of q results with a table
that has more than zero rows, then the function returns FALSE.
The following query is an example of a query, the answer of which will be found
based on all the artifacts that are recorded in an artifact base. This query allows developers
to ﬁnd the average amount of children in a family over the whole artifact base of Family
Tree models. In our case study, this query returns “2.0”.
SELECT avg(children) AS result FROM (SELECT count(*) AS
children FROM parent_child_relation GROUP BY father,
mother) AS foo;

The table names in the query statements are unqualiﬁed names. If a user executes
a query that is associated with a metamodel m, then the system modiﬁes the schema
search path in order to ensure that the result will be found based on tables that are in the
schema that corresponds to m.
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The following general query, the scope of which is one artifact, can be used to ﬁnd
children who are still underage (< 18).
SELECT p.* FROM person p, parent_child_relation pcr WHERE
p.person_id = pcr.child AND extract(year from age (p.date_
of_birth)) < 18 AND pcr.sysg_artifact_id = #A#;

3 Future Work and Conclusions
The proposed meta-CASE system is completely web-based. Users of the system
need only a web browser and do not have to install additional plug-ins. An administrator
must specify a metamodel and determine settings of the CASE system that is created
by using the meta-CASE system. Based on this information the system is able to create
data structures and dynamically generate web pages, through which it is possible to
manage models. Dynamic generation means that if a modeler requests a web page,
then the system determines the structure of the page based on data that is stored in the
metamodel base. The system is in this sense similar to Oracle Application Express ™
development environment [12], which stores speciﬁcations of entire applications in an
Oracle ™ database. The meta-CASE system is currently form-based and does not allow
users to specify metamodels and artifacts by using a visual language.
There are several ﬁelds of research, which will further extend the functionality of
the meta-CASE system described in this paper. The author of the paper considers the
following topics as his future work and possible sections of his Doctoral Thesis. These
topics are divided into three groups: basic research, empirical studies and extending the
functionality of the system.
Basic research, the results of which are relevant in case of all meta-CASE systems
• Ontological analysis of the meta-metamodel of our meta-CASE system to ﬁnd out
whether it is ﬂexible and powerful enough compared to the meta-metamodels of
other meta-CASE systems. One has to deﬁne the methodology of such analysis.
• Comparing other existing meta-CASE systems to the system described in this
paper, outlining positive and negative aspects. For evaluation one can use the
Analytical Hierarchy Process decision framework [13] and also deﬁne a decision
model, which can be then used to compare meta-CASE systems.
• Deﬁning a set of design pattern languages for creating web-based CASE systems
and using the patterns as building blocks of CASE systems.
Empirical studies
• Empirical studies, where different CASE systems will be deﬁned using the
meta-CASE system. Based on the feedback left by the users of these CASE
systems, there might be a need to adjust the meta-CASE system. Examples of
the CASE systems in question can be a patterns management system [14] or a
system enabling the framework for EIS strategic analysis [15]. The latter does
not currently have a specialized CASE tool.
Extending the functionality of the system
• Version management subsystem, which allows the developers to manage different
revisions of artifacts, to restore an older state of an artifact, and to merge different
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revisions to a new artifact. This can include managing changes in a metamodel
to support the evolution of information systems and CASE systems that are used
to develop evolving information systems. A metamodel is an artifact as well and
the system should be able to manage its revisions like with every other artifact.
• The system should allow developers to use conversion rules, which allow the
system to display the artifacts in some alternate way (HTML webpage, XMI
ﬁle etc.) or to generate program code, tests, documentation etc., based on the
artifacts. The latter is an actual problem in Model Driven Development context
where developers often leave the model aside to focus on writing program code;
the added code is later left unsynchronized with the model.
• Interconnection between different metamodels (and therefore, CASE tools) by
linking different artifacts. These artifacts can be based on the same metamodel or
several different ones.
• Using templates in the query subsystem to simplify the composition of queries.
There can be a number of base queries. For each of these base queries one can
create a template, which consists of a constant part and a variable part. For creating
a particular query an administrator can select a template, value the parameters
and the system will generate a query based on this information. Many of these
templates can be created based on generalized integrity constraints that one can
use in conceptual data models. For instance, one can create a query template
based on a multiplicity constraint [Parent]-1-----1.*-[Child] to check whether
each parent has at least one child.
• Managing metamodels and artifacts by using a diagramming environment.
• Further development of the query subsystem for administrators to be able to
deﬁne queries to check the completeness and consistency of metamodels (CASE
systems). These queries can be run based on the system catalog of the DBMS.
The most important keywords regarding the meta-CASE system described in this
paper are “web-based” and “database-based”. Using web-based systems can create
more opportunities for group collaboration between and within development teams
of information systems of globalised and networked organizations. Such web-based
systems can also be used as the basis of communities that are interested in the study
and use of a particular modeling language. Database-based systems provide built-in
functionality of the DBMS as well as quite mature extension mechanism to simplify the
development of systems.
The author of this paper has not yet found any other meta-CASE system which while
being web-based and database-based itself, allows creating web-based and databasebased CASE systems. There are many existing meta-CASE tools (e.g. MetaEdit+,
MetaMOOSE [16], Pounamu [17]), which provide much more functionality than the
meta-CASE system described in this paper. However, they all use a desktop application
as a modeling tool, which requires the user to install and update the program. There are
some web-based extensions, for example in Pounamu, but they focus more on using the
metamodels (CASE systems) over the web instead of developing them.
There are many new modeling languages developed nowadays. However, many of
them lack a development environment, which allows creating models using the language.
Thus, a demand of this kind of environment as described in this paper, still exists.
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